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CALL FOR APPLICATIONS

SIRP is an artist run residency that allows one
international artist a year, the opportunity
to live and work in Neukölln, Berlin for five
weeks. The aim of the residency project,
is to provide a space for individual artistic
development and experimentation.

To be eligible participants must submit one
single PDF with the information in the following
order:
1-Name
2-Email address
3-Phone number
4-Project description for the activities they
wish to undertake at the residency (500
words max)
5-Documentation of previous works (5 works
max)
6-C.V.

The residency program support artists with
a 42 square meters studio/apartment in
the heart of Neukölln. There is no grant in
connection to the residency. SIRP is glad to
help the applicant with a letter of content/
invitation, for the artist to find his/her own
foundings.

≈ Applications must be submitted in English
by Dec 12, 2015 to: info@svilova.org
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RESIDENCY PERIOD:
FEB 7–MARCH 13, 2016.

TERMS AND CONDITIONS:
undertakes to provide 2 to 4 jpg-images of
representative works/projects for publication
at SIRP’s archive on the website.

SIRP provides the artist with a combined
flat/studio and a letter of content/ invitation.
The artist must find funds to cover travel
and living costs. Residents are responsible
for their own full-coverage health insurance
while in residency at our facilities. SIRP
is not responsible for any kind of medical
expense the residents may incur in during
their stay.

SIRP is an artist run residency and can´t afford
to pay a cleaner; The artist in residence is
responsible for cleaning and leaving the flat/
studio in the shape it was when they arrived.

MORE INFO:

For the documentation of the program,
residents are required to leave an artwork for
the SIRP Collection. The artwork does not
necessarily need to be produced during the
residency, but needs to be send to SVILOVA
main office one week after the residency
period is over. The artist in residence also

www.svilova.org
info@svilova.org
≈ The selection process takes about two
weeks, and all applicants will receive an
answer by e-mail.
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